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To all whom it may concern:

- the north and south poles of a single impulse
Be i ~known that we, PEDER Ono]? PEDER in the large wire, is greater than 1t is in the
snN and VALDEMAR PooLsEN, sub ects of the small wire and that the ratio between these

K1ng.of__Denmark, residing at "estervold
'gade 2, Copenhagen, Denmark, have 1in

two distances become
the wire is lessened.
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veater as the size of
en this ratio, which

.vented certain new and useful, Improve increases with the, speed, becomes very great,
ments in Electroma e.ts for Telegraphone the demagnetizing force in the direction of the 50
Purposes,

of which t e following is a speci

breadth of the We is very considerable and
- -the high speed therefore is no longer advan
l0
This invention is an improvement in teleg ta eous. To avoid this we ‘have located’ the
raphones, and relates's eci?cally‘to the-lo 0 es of the magnet with respect to the steel
?cation.
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cation and position of t_ e ‘poles of the elec
ody so that a line passing through them 55
tro-magnet with respect to the direction of will be oblique to the direction of movement, 1
4 movement of the steel body inwhich the as indicated by the lines N—S and S—N on
is record is made and from which'it is repro-' thesmall wire of _ Fig. 1. This arrangement; .
- duced, whereby the magnetic impressions increases the distance between the north an'éfv
made in the bodyiwill be as strong at the south poles of a given impulse without in
higher speeds as at the medium speeds of a creasing the distance between the north and
magnetic body'of given area or size.

.
south poles' of ‘succeeding impulses. _. The,
In the accompanying'drawing: Figure 1 is angle selected for the poles may vary ‘con-1*
an explanatory diagram of the relative posi siderably and should be made to correspond
'. v‘tion

20

o the. magnetic polesontwo steel bodies with the re uirements of the service. ' The 65
of di?erent size or varea; Fig, 2 shows the maximum 0 inclination is that in which ‘the . ‘
working Iposition of the magnet in accord joining line‘ of, the two magnet'poles coin->
ance wit our invention, ‘and ‘Fig, '3 is an cides with the direction of motion, as shown
illustrative plan.
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'
in Fig. 3. The practical arrangement 'ofthe.
The form of the steel. body illustrated is magnet is shown in Fig.2, wherein it will be 70
that of awirej Fig. 'l‘shows two wires of seen that the poles are in di?’erent transverse
exactly the same material but of different
planes.
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diameter.v . In the original -_Poulsen telegrua
Having described our'invention, weclaim:
phone, the magnet-‘is “ referably bipolar, the ."The
combination with the recordingcbo'dy
two pole pieces thereo _ bein .adjustedto the of a‘telegraphone', 'of'an electro-magnet hav-'
wire at op osite points, so t at a line drawn

ing its opposite oles applied thereto ‘in a '
between t em is cplerrp'endici1lar to the length line oblique to t e direction of motion of

35 of the wire or its ' ection-of traverse, as, for
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said body.
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instance, shown at N58 on the larger wire a . In testimony whereofwe have hereunto; ,
and at N, S’ on the small wire a. With the. set our hands in the, presence .of two ,‘wit-z

_ -magnet poles located in this manner on both‘

wires and with both ‘wires running at the
speed,it'
be: seen’ that the ‘distance

so~

- nesses.
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40 same

between
sizccee' '
.
_ an' two
~ _

im ulses inia

_
.

lo_ tudm direction
will__et_esamein_'
'
‘bot w1res, whereas
the distance between
'
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